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● The Scientist’s Guide to Writing by Stephen B. Heard

● Topics:

○ Writing behavior

○ Writing structure

○ Writing style

○ Revisions

These aren’t my ideas - I got them all from one book

I’ll focus on these two



These aren’t my ideas - I got them all from one book

● The Scientist’s Guide to Writing by Stephen B. Heard

● Topics:

○ Writing behavior

○ Writing structure

○ Writing style

○ Revisions

● Note: there are LOTS of books about technical writing!
1
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● Our goal is telepathy: “direct transmission to the reader’s brain from ours”
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We developed a robotic 
platform to imitate coral 

snake motions

snake

robot

cool!
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Why do we care about being good at science writing?

● Our goal is telepathy: “direct transmission to the reader’s brain from ours”

● Isn’t spending time on clear writing just a selfless waste of time?

● In fact, taking the time to produce clear writing benefits your career as well!

2

grant proposals papers fellowship applications cover letters



If your paper isn‘t clear, the reader will turn to another
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Say I want to learn how to analyze the Sit-To-Stand motion.

Which of the following two papers am I more likely to read (and cite)?
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If your paper isn‘t clear, the reader will turn to another
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(I like this one better, so I’m going to read it and maybe cite it!)
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● We may have a rare person in our lives who produces a 
near-perfect first draft in record time

Few people are “geniuses” when it comes to science writing
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● We may have a rare person in our lives who produces a 
near-perfect first draft in record time

● The rest of us “write, delete, undelete, and delete again…”

This is outrageous! 
It’s unfair!

Few people are “geniuses” when it comes to science writing
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Few people are “geniuses” when it comes to science writing

4

● We may have a rare person in our lives who produces a 
near-perfect first draft in record time

● The rest of us “write, delete, undelete, and delete again…”

● Product vs. process

● As engineers/scientists, we should consider working on the 
craft of writing as a normal part of our job

Anakin Skywalker’s Calendar



Today, I’ll talk about a strategy for improving our writing:
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1. Everything we write should satisfy our goal of crystal-clear communication

Sir, the possibility of successfully navigating 
an asteroid field is approximately 3,720 to 1.



Today, I’ll talk about a strategy for improving our writing:
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1. Everything we write should satisfy our goal of crystal-clear communication

2. Reflecting on and changing our writing behaviors to:
● write more
● write more easily
● write better
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c. Momentum
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Content and structure - it’s for the reader

6

● Your paper needs to be easy for readers to absorb

● Your specific discipline also has standards and conventions that you should learn and respect

● Here, we’ll talk about some general principles and tools that can help you make decisions
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Defining your story
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what should I write about?

mountains of data from 
multiple experiments, 

many different models, 
many ways of fitting the 

models, mock-ups, 
prototypes, several 
different analyses, 

follow-up procedures to 
answer lingering 

questions, lots of tests 
to check if a method 

works...



Defining your story
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what does my reader 
need to hear about?

mountains of data from 
multiple experiments, 

many different models, 
many ways of fitting the 

models, mock-ups, 
prototypes, several 
different analyses, 

follow-up procedures to 
answer lingering 

questions, lots of tests 
to check if a method 

works...



Your paper should raise and answer an interesting question

8

Construct a two-sentence mini-summary 
of your paper’s central question and answer.



Your paper should raise and answer an interesting question
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EMBiR Lab snake robot paper examples:

Bad: 
We designed soft robots with strain-limiting fibers to imitate specific snake shapes. We explain how the robots were 
designed, and show some comparisons.

Better: 
We present a soft-robotic platform that mimics coral snake thrashing behavior. We show that the robot has similar 
thrash durations and curvatures to wild-caught coral snakes.

Good: 
It is unclear how the thrashing and bright color patterns of coral snakes interact to keep predators away, and robots 
can help investigate this question in a controlled manner. We present a soft-robotic platform to mimic the thrashing 
behavior, and show the close comparisons to three different snake genera.



Use your summary to make decisions

9

(for every dataset, model, figure, table, piece of information…)

Would including this help me tell the story, 
or distract from it?



Use your summary to make decisions
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(for every dataset, model, figure, table, piece of information…)

Would including this help me tell the story, 
or distract from it?

NOTE: this question does not apply to omitting data 
that conflicts with your conclusion. That is unethical!!



Overall story-finding process

10

1. Develop your two-sentence summary (that may be a process in itself)

2. Determine which information, data, model, or analyses belong in your paper

3. Decide the order in which to present it
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Story-finding tools: Wordstack
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An unsorted list of points (words or phrases) that you think might be useful in your manuscript.

coral snakes
mimics
predator deterrence
color pattern, thrashing
how to measure interaction?
ethical, controlled experiments
robotic platform
data from wild-caught snakes
snake data collection
robot design and theory
robot experiment
comparisons
figures
color-coded: green for snake, orange for robot
modular design - easy for fieldwork
discussion of applications and future work



Story-finding tools: Concept Map
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A tool for exploring relationships among concepts - a set of nodes connected by lines.

soft robots

coral snakes and their mimics

predator deterrence

thrashing display

data from wild snakesdesign to imitate behavior

new robotic platform to test 
evolutionary hypothesisusing

about

which will h
elp us 

learn about

pe
rfo

rm
 a

which is thought to be for

specifically, a

which are

found in specif
ica

lly

(sorry this example is so bad.. I 
clearly don’t use this method)



Story-finding tools: Outlines

13

An ordered list of topics or points that summarizes the intended content of your manuscript.

1. The story summary. Answers to the following nine queries about your work and your story:

1. What is the central question?
2. Why is this question important?
3. What data are needed to answer this question?
4. What method are used to get those data?
5. What analysis might be applied for the data to answer the central question?
6. What data were obtained?
7. What were the results of the analyses?
8. How did the analyses answer the central question?
9. What does the answer tell us about the broader field?



Story-finding tools: Outlines

13

An ordered list of topics or points that summarizes the intended content of your manuscript.

2. The subhead outline. Made up of phrases of other entries intended for use as headings/subheads:

1. Introduction
2. Methods

a. Snake Data Collection
b. Robot Design
c. Robot Experiment
d. Thrash duration computation
e. Curvature computation

3. Results
a. Comparisons between snake genus
b. Comparisons between snake morphologies

4. Discussion



Story-finding tools: Outlines

13

An ordered list of topics or points that summarizes the intended content of your manuscript.

3. The topic-sentence outline. One entry for each intended paragraph of the completed manuscript.

1. Soft robots can be used to investigate biological hypotheses
2. Soft robots can be used to investigate coral snake anti-predator behavior

a. Color pattern and thrashing 
b. Safely hunted by live predators
c. Non-locomotory movement

3. FREEs are a type of soft robot that can be designed to exhibit the thrashing 
behavior we want

a. Extension, torsion, bending, coiling
4. Summary of our contributions for this paper

a. Design and fabrication of the robots
b. First quantitative comparison between coral snakes and mimics
c. Comparison between snakes and robots

5. Overview of each section of the paper



Story-finding tools: Figure Shuffling

13

An alternative to outlining; focuses on data and analyses as the elements that define your story.

● Print out rough figures or tables on 
hand from preliminary analysis

● Pin to a wall or arrange on a table
● Shuffle and eliminate until it 

presents a story you want to tell



Revising your story

14

● The story-finding tools are helpful guides, but they don’t have to be strict

● As you start writing, you may find that you want to change the story

● Go back to your outline/wordstack/figure shuffle/concept map and ask:

○ Does adding new material improve the story?

○ Does reordering or deleting a topic help you improve the story?
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Getting to know the IMRaD format

15

Introduction

Methods

Results

Discussion

Breadth of 
material

● A helpful structure for both reader and 
writer, and encouraged by many publishers 
(there are exceptions!)

● These main sections are preceded by front 
matter and followed by back matter

● And lots of standardized substructure in 
each section

Title, byline, keywords, abstract

Acknowledgements, references, 
appendices or online supplements

General context, identify gap, 
research question, summary 
of approach

Materials, experiments, 
models, hardware design, 
data analyses, etc.

Results of experiments, 
observations, or modeling in 
tables, text, or figures

Interpretation of results, consideration of 
weaknesses, broader implications, future work
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The introduction sets the context for the work

16

define a research territory

● The broadest possible context for your work

● Degree of breadth will depend on the target journal or conference

● Narrow a bit more to get closer to your research area using literature review 



The introduction sets the context for the work
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define a research territory

Soft robots have the potential to revolutionize human-robot interaction due to their 
biocompatible materials, variable stiffness, and independence from electronic actuation [Rus 
et al. 2015, Laschi et al. 2016]. Unfortunately, current soft robots fall short of these lofty 
goals, which still require significant advances in control, actuation, and manufacturing [Kim 
et al. 2013, Majidi et al. 2014]. With present capabilities, however, soft robot technology can 
already be used for less-demanding applications. In this work, we demonstrate its use for 
enhancing biological inquiry into non-locomotory movement by enabling more realistic 
robot-animal interaction experiments than are possible with rigid biomimetic robots.



The introduction sets the context for the work
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define a research territory establish a niche within 
the research territory

● Discuss a concrete and narrow open problem within the research territory

● Examples: a research gap, apparent contradiction, or a published claim that is vulnerable

● State your central research question



The introduction sets the context for the work
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define a research territory establish a niche within 
the research territory

...While the effect of color pattern has been tested using painted stationary models, precise 
control of movement is necessary to test for an effect on deterring predation [Brodie et al. 
1993]. Robots developed to precisely emulate biological motions have been used for 
hypothesis testing [Libby et al. 2012, Patricelli et al. 2009], but few can be safely hunted 
by live predators....Therefore, soft robots that can be safely destroyed and are designed to 
precisely emulate biological motion would be the ideal choice for measuring the 
effectiveness of various  anti-predator behaviors.



The introduction sets the context for the work

18

define a research territory establish a niche within 
the research territory

occupy the niche!

● How does your work address the central question you just brought up?

● Indicate your basic approach, general form of your data/model/analysis

● How to end the introduction? Check what others do in your target journal/conference



The introduction sets the context for the work

18

define a research territory establish a niche within 
the research territory

occupy the niche!

In this work, we develop soft robots composed of fiber-reinforced elastomeric enclosures 
that can precisely mimic the thrashing vigor and curvature exhibited by multiple species 
of snake while safely interacting with live animal predators. Our contributions are as 
follows. First, a framework for the design and fabrication of such robots. Second, the first 
quantitative comparison of the anti-predatory thrashing behavior between Micrurus coral 
snakes and two of its mimics. Third, an approach for comparing non-locomotory behavior 
between bio-inspired robots and their biological templates.



The methods section establishes the credibility of your approach

19

● Establish your qualification as a researcher

● Establish the plausibility of your approach to the problem

● Establish your sequence of investigative steps, so there’s a logical basis for the claims you make

● What about for repeatability? Use an online supplement or appendix for more detail



The methods section can be organized in many ways

20

Chronological order is not necessarily the most clear way to present the methods!

● Common Option 1: for “simpler” papers

○ Background, experiments or observations, analysis

● Common Option 2: for more complicated papers with a combination of theory and experiment

○ Work through each procedurally distinct component of the work separately

● Whatever you pick, signal it clearly with subheads



Beware of “self-plagiarism”

21

● Writing multiple papers that use the same methods or study system

● You may think they’re your words to copy… but they’re probably owned by a publisher

○ (note: it’s fine to copy your own writing in grant proposals)

● Technique 1: Describe a bare-bones method in the second paper, and reference the first

● Technique 2: Get creative and rephrase the first paper :)



Results draw attention to data you will interpret in the discussion

22

● Remember the importance of finding and telling your story!

● The goal is a short and simple section where every word/graphic/table contributes to your story

● Common Option 1: for “simpler” papers

○ Place main result in first paragraph

○ Subsequent paragraphs can include data and analyses that support or complement

● Common Option 2: for complex arguments where analyses build on each other

○ Order from least to most important results

○ Signals like “finally,” “most important,” or “combining the results so far” help the reader 

● Common Option 3: for complex arguments where analyses build on each other

○ Same as Option 2, but start the section with a brief overview of most important result



The discussion section turns data into knowledge

23

Every question raised in the introduction should be 
answered in the discussion, and every major issue treated 
in the discussion should be signaled in the introduction.



The discussion section turns data into knowledge

24

interpretation 
of results

● First paragraph supplies a concise answer to your central research question

● Might re-state some results: consider what the patterns mean and how they apply to your question

● Could draw on comparisons with results from the literature

● Might comment on whether the results were expected or unexpected

○ If unexpected, provide a possible explanation!



The discussion section turns data into knowledge

25

interpretation 
of results

consider possible 
weaknesses

● Was there…

○ an absence of a looked-for pattern,

○ weaker steps in a chain of logic, 

○ gaps in the data, or

○ alternatives to the preferred interpretation of results?

● Early-career writers: be careful of overstating your weaknesses!



The discussion section turns data into knowledge
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interpretation 
of results

consider possible 
weaknesses

consider broader 
implications

● How do your results relate to other research questions, answered or unanswered, in your field?

○ Does it support or call into question current hypotheses?

○ Does it open up new questions?

○ Does it establish consensus, draw attention to conflict, or increase understanding?

● Relate your research question to the broadest possible set of readers



The discussion section turns data into knowledge

27

interpretation 
of results

consider possible 
weaknesses

consider broader 
implications

prospects for
future progress

● DON’T: vaguely say “more research is necessary”

● DO: indicate specific directions such research should take

● Emphasize the importance of your work by showing that it leads to future research projects

Talia note: be careful of being too detailed with future 
work, so people don’t steal your idea
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Writing is a process, and writing behavior is important

28

You can’t get better at writing 
unless you actively change 

how you write



Writing is a process, and writing behavior is important

28

You can’t get better at writing 
unless you actively change 

how you write ...and you can’t change how 
you write unless you know 

how you write
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Switch focus from what you’re writing to how you’re writing

29

are you distracted? do you write in short 
bouts, or long ones?

how do you typically start 
or end a writing session?

what do you do when you’re stuck on a word?



Behavioral self-awareness: set reminders

30

● Move it around from day to day

● Make a new one in a different color or font

● When you see it, ask yourself:

○ What am I doing right now?

○ Am I on-task or distracted?

○ Am I writing new words or revising old ones 

(and what was I supposed to be doing)?



Behavioral self-awareness: “writing conscience”

31

● Put a stuffed animal on your desk

● Every time you notice it, think about what it sees

● (is it judging you for being so distracted?)

● Creepy



Behavioral self-awareness: writing log

32

● Document a writing session

● Choose a writing session that is 2-3 hours long

● Set an alarm to go off every 6 minutes

● When it sounds, jot down what you were doing at 
that instant

At: I was:

9:00 writing new text

9:06 writing new text

9:12 writing new text

9:18 checking email

9:24 fiddling with wording

9:30 reading baseball blog

9:36 writing new text

9:42 getting a snack

9:48 staring into space



Behavioral self-awareness: writing log

32

● Document a writing session

● Choose a writing session that is 2-3 hours long

● Set an alarm to go off every 6 minutes

● When it sounds, jot down what you were doing at 
that instant

● Daily writing log (just once at the end of each day) 
is more sustainable

Writing Log 08.19.20.

How much did you write? I wrote three paragraphs in 
methods section of paper

Did you write something of high quality? No. 
Thoughts/topics are organized well, but not written well. 
Will need revision

If you are satisfied with your writing today, what 
made that possible? Started early in the morning, made 
an outline, had big cup of coffee and snacks, put phone 
on other side of the room and silenced notifications

If you didn’t accomplish much, what got in the way, 
and how could you avoid this problem tomorrow? 



Behavioral self-awareness: cooperate with a friend

33

● Agree to (regularly) discuss writing behaviors 
with a friend or colleague

● Ex. 1: Send each other copies of what you 
wrote or revised each day, with commentary 
on what you actually did while writing

● Ex. 2: exchange and discuss daily writing logs

● A second person can notice behaviors you 
aren’t aware of yourself



Common behavioral challenges you may learn about yourself

34

avoidance

distraction

feeling stuck

perfectionism

fear of criticism

reluctance to revise



Common behavioral challenges you may learn about yourself

34

avoidance getting started

distraction momentum

feeling stuck momentum

perfectionism momentum

fear of criticism sharing drafts

reluctance to revise tips for revision

stuff we’ll talk 
about today
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There are two ways to “not get started” on writing...

35

1. Unintentional non-starting

○ A form of procrastination

○ Make plans to write, reach the end of the day, and realize you haven’t written anything

2. Intentional non-starting

○ Are sure you will write better and faster if you wait for the right moment

○ (nearly always wrong about this)



Unintentional non-starting: make writing seem more attractive

36

We can learn to reduce procrastination!

attractiveness 
of a task

expectancy: confidence that 
you’ll complete the task

value of the reward

delay: how far in the 
future is the reward?

discounting: how impulsive you 
are (how little you weigh future 
consequences before you act)



Expectancy      : confidence that you’ll complete the task 

37

I FIND YOUR 
LACK OF FAITH 
DISTURBING



We can increase expectancy        by

37

● Making the task seem easier: reduce your goal!

○ Writing entire paper → producing a rough draft

○ Writing the introduction section → writing one paragraph

○ Writing one paragraph → writing the topic sentence

● Get better at writing ;)

○ The more often you write, the easier it will seem

● Think highly of yourself as a writer, even if it isn’t true

○ Or, keep in mind that you’re capable of success

○ High confidence leads to higher expectancy

I FIND YOUR 
LACK OF FAITH 
DISTURBING



Value      : expected value of the reward

38

TO THE WINNER
GO THE SPOILS



We can increase value       by

38

● Bribing yourself

○ Complete a manuscript → take a day off

○ 1,000 words → get some ice cream

● Make writing seem like a better experience for you

○ Comfy chair

○ Scented candle

○ Favorite snacks on hand

TO THE WINNER
GO THE SPOILS



Delay      : how far in the future is the reward?

39

HAN, MY BOY, YOU 
DISAPPOINT ME. WHY 
HAVEN’T YOU PAID ME?



We can decrease delay      by

39

● Offering yourself small rewards for 
incremental progress instead of one large 
reward at the end

● If you have a willing friend or colleague, send 
incremental progress for them to review

HAN, MY BOY, YOU 
DISAPPOINT ME. WHY 
HAVEN’T YOU PAID ME?



Discounting      : how often do you push writing aside?

40

BUT MASTER YODA SAYS I SHOULD 
BE MINDFUL OF THE FUTURE



We can decrease discounting      by

40

● Encouraging awareness of the rewards to come

● Tape printed-out job offer in corner of computer screen

● Paste the title of your paper on the cover of the target 
journal/conference proceedings

● Keep a list of future projects, research 
directions, or collaborations that may result from 
publishing your paper 

BUT MASTER YODA SAYS I SHOULD 
BE MINDFUL OF THE FUTURE



Intentional non-starting: welcome a dynamic approach to writing

41

You’re never going to have a perfect first draft.



“I don’t have all the data/analyses yet”

42

● Certainly, you’ll need to wait on the results section--but you can start filling in the rest

● Begin writing as soon as you know the overall story you plan to tell

● Two-way road:

○ The science/engineering results suggest the story to tell

○ As you start telling the story, you’ll find more directions for the science/engineering to go

● As you go through the review process, others will suggest new data/analyses too

○ So “having all the data/analyses” is rarely achieved



“I don’t know what I’m going to write yet”

43

● (almost) Nobody can compose a full, perfect draft in their head and write it down in one shot

○ Our writing often twists and turns, needing multiple revisions

○ It’s not a waste of time to start writing, even if you will end up needing to revise

● Start by scribbling down incomplete outlines, any short thoughts 

○ Utilize the tools for story-planning we discussed earlier

● Waiting for a mysterious process to provide inspiration is not a good strategy either

IN MY EXPERIENCE, THERE’S 
NO SUCH THING AS LUCK
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Why is momentum important?

44

A career in science or engineering 
requires a substantial and sustained pace of writing. 



Being disciplined will maintain your momentum

45

● Set a writing quota

○ Number of words: https://750words.com/

○ Number of hours

● Scheduling writing time into your day

● Timing: earlier in the day gives it priority

● Environment: remove unwanted distractions

https://750words.com/


How to manage interruptions and intermissions

45

● Resist the instinct to “finish that thought!”

● Instead, deliberately leave your work unfinished

○ Don’t end with last sentence of a paragraph, end 
with the first sentence of the next one

○ Jot down an outline or notes for the next section, 
paragraph, or sentence

...With present capabilities, however, soft 
robot technology can already be used for 
less-demanding applications. In this work, 
we demonstrate its use for enhancing 
biological inquiry into non-locomotory 
movement by enabling more realistic 
robot-animal interaction experiments than 
are possible with rigid biomimetic robots.

Soft robot design has been greatly 
inspired by the locomotion of limbless 
organisms, such as snakes...



“Storming the beach”

46

● No need to get weighed down by making each sentence perfect, just get something on the page!

● Your first draft will not be seen by anyone

● Stuck on word choice? Need a citation?

○ Add in a symbol that’s easy to search (?? or !!) and move on 



“Storming the beach”

46

● No need to get weighed down by making each sentence perfect, just get something on the page!

● Your first draft will not be seen by anyone

● Stuck on word choice? Need a citation?

○ Add in a symbol that’s easy to search (?? or !!) and move on 

This first sentence introduces Prof. Simon Kim and where he works, also brief description 
of what his work is like. This is a sentence introducing the concrete block project that he 
spoke about at the Robotics Interfaces talk, and what the goal of the project is. This 
sentence describes what experience the users had while interacting with the project and 
what their takeaway was.



“Storming the beach”

46

● No need to get weighed down by making each sentence perfect, just get something on the page!

● Your first draft will not be seen by anyone

● Stuck on word choice? Need a citation?

○ Add in a symbol that’s easy to search (?? or !!) and move on 

At the University of Pennsylvania’s School of Design, Professor Simon Kim [??does 
something that uses robots in architecture and design--figure out how to phrase it]. One of 
Kim’s projects, [??describe the concrete block project with sensors], was designed to help 
humans empathize with inanimate objects. As humans interact with the concrete shapes, 
the sensor output is played over speakers, [??describe the outcome of this project].

https://www.ibanezkim.com/
https://www.ibanezkim.com/work#/hard-and-the-soft/


“Storming the beach”
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● No need to get weighed down by making each sentence perfect, just get something on the page!

● Your first draft will not be seen by anyone

● Stuck on word choice? Need a citation?

○ Add in a symbol that’s easy to search (?? or !!) and move on 

At the University of Pennsylvania’s School of Design, Professor Simon Kim incorporates 
intelligent systems into buildings and cities and then explores their agency in those spaces. 
One of Kim’s projects, a collection of concrete shapes embedded with sensors, was 
designed to help humans empathize with inanimate objects. As humans interact with the 
concrete shapes, the sensor output is played over speakers, providing insight into how 
various motions produce signals through the material.

https://www.ibanezkim.com/
https://www.ibanezkim.com/work#/hard-and-the-soft/


“Writer’s block” (or your perception of an obstacle)
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...for hours, days, 
weeks, or worse

unsure where to begin 

or what to say next

feel as though you may never write productively again

experiencing a “creative slowdown”

difficulty coming up with original phrasing



Thankfully, there are a lot of strategies for un-blocking

Lower your standards

Stop being blocked by your inner 
critic - the first draft is none of their 

business. 

For ten minutes, write something 
deliberately terrible, then move on.

Divide and conquer

Instead of thinking about 
writing a whole section, 
think about writing one 

sentence.

There’s more than one way

Write two versions of the 
passage you’re stuck on. Aim 
for 10 minutes each, then pick 

one to pursue after that.

Change your environment 

Go somewhere else, no more than 
10 minutes away. Don’t take your 
usual laptop with you, try just a 

pen and paper, or tablet. 
Immediately start writing 

something when you get there.

Talk it out

Take 10 minutes to speak the 
passage you’re working on. Record 
yourself, then play it back--and no 

matter how bad it is, stitch a 
sentence together and write it into 

the manuscript.

Freewrite 

Write about anything for 
10 minutes. It doesn’t 
have to to be correct 

grammar or on-topic, just 
whatever comes to mind.

Skip ahead

Find a part of the project that’s 
easier: figure captions, 

keywords, or formatting 
references, and work on it for 
10 minutes... then switch back 

to the writing.

Back up 

You may be uneasy about 
something you wrote previously. Is 
there a way to phrase it differently, 

to present your argument more 
clearly? Spend 10 minutes 

brainstorming.
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In conclusion, you are now unstoppable writers

content and structure for 

crystal-clear communication

strategies for improving writing behavior


